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Drift shells of trapped purticle:3 starting from a single field
line in the earth's magnetic field may become separated due to an
electric field. using the formalism of the shell splitting function,
this separation is calculated for an arbitrary curl-free time-inde-
pendent electric field stisfying E , B = 0 , with no limitation on
the particle's longitudinal excur,;ion. The effect of non-dipole
field components is also taken into account to the lowest order.
I
lIn a dipole field trupY.d particles s r.ar • ting fiom ?t cu:..L,(un fiv ll line
with different value:; of the mirror-point Field intenoi ty ;,V "41'. _ ,in
ge nurhl, share; the same drift t3holl. If tnd field sui .'ers an Hayvmetric
perturbation, this no lunger occurs and the drift °hello of p:cr:iclea with
dit fe run t Hm will separate !is the distance from the atxrting field line
increases, This effect is couu:.only kr ►own no shell ,iplitting , It its of
interest, since in conjunction with pitch-angle scat to r •i! ,.g it uty t rana-
port particles across field lines,
Electric fields may cause shell splitting; in a recent article by
Roederer and Schulz [ 1971] , shell splitting due to u certain choice of 	 ;
electric field was derived, for particles with small longitudinal excursions
(i.e. near-equatorial particles) in a dipole maj;z:etic field,,
Rowlerer and Jchulz derived their result more or le86 from first prin-
ciples, but a systematic approach also exists, bresed on the concept of the
shell splitting, function C Stern, 1968, henceforth referred to as A I .
This approach will be used here to generalize the preceding; result and to	 j
derive shell splitting due to a more general electric field. The calculation
is not restricted to near-equatorial orbits and can be readily generalized 	 •
for magnetic fields that deviate somewhat from the dipole configuration.
SHELLS IN A DIPOLE FIELD
Consider first only the dipole component B0 of the earth's magnetic
field; quantities pertaining to this component will henceforth be distin-
guished by subscript zero. :his yield may be described by Euler potentials
oC OV^^
B^	 p o( 0 x oP0	 (1)
IStd, 1970, and references listed there I , with
"C0
 = a g0 (a/r) sin 	 (1)
Mere a is the earth's radius, g  is the axial dipole cjefficient of
	
the scalar nagnetic	 tential and ( r, 8 , `F) are apherica! dipole
. l ^► . 1963
coordinates A so that g^ describes the entire dipole component of the field.
In the absence of electric fields the momentum p is conserved and the
longitudinal invariant J becomes
	J 	 a	 2 p I
3
(3)
B
m
2 p	 1 - BdBm 3 da	 (4)
B'
m
with the integration carried along a field line. To facilitate this integration
in a dipole field one may express the field intensity as
B0 	 B0( C C 0 9 9 )	 (5)
( ^ 
0 does not enter due to axial symmetry). Then I is given by a
function 10( oCO, Bm ) , defined through
ba
IU l	 `r Bm )	 _	 { 1 - B0 CN4 Or P)/ B 	 °/v E' )
	
db	
(6)
,x-62
where s is differentiated with 	 0 held constant w)d where
	
m is
the colatitude associated with B  (for the actual use of 1  ans siLuilar
functions, see Stern, 1967a ). The equation of the drift ahell associated
with a given pair of values of (I, B m ) is then
I= 10( 	 0 r Bm )	 k7)
and this may be inverted to
"40 = 
G0 ( I t Bm )	 (8)
4
Note that this is a particular case of the general equation
of a two-parameter family of surfaces that are everywhere orthogonal to B^^
in a dipole field 	 using
(	 O is absent^due to symmetry). Instead of A the parameters ^I, B m ) one
can characterize this family by any two independent functions of these
parameters. In particular, if GO is one of these functions, the shell
equation depends only on one parameter , namely GO . Thus the function
GO is closely related to N:cllwain's shell parameter L McIlwain, 1961
and in fact
L(I, Bm ) =	 a g0 ^ GO	 (10)
5SHEL SPLITTING BY AN EL&"' RIC FIELD
Let now a static electric field be added
	
E _ - 7^
	
(11;
with no time dependence and no component parallel to BL . This last
condition implies that
( oeo. P 0 )
	
(12;
Let it furthermore be assumed that this field is relatively weak, so
that the motion of particles moving in the vicinity of the dipole is only
slightly modified. For particles trap ped in the combined electromaPnetic
field J and B  are still conserved, but I is not. since p is no
longer a constant. One may nevertheles s resolve J into a product
involving I
J	 =	 p I	 (1;;
If at a particular instant the field line followed by the particle
	
is characterized by Euler potentials	 3409 11 0 ), then I is expressed
by the function 1  of eq. (6) while p is given by
2 2	 W2	 2 A
P c =	 - m c
= ( Ws
 + e [ ^ ( .o409 p 0 ) -	08 1  ) 2	 - m2c ,,
	
(14)
r
Here W is the energy and the subscript s refers to some starting field
6line to which all energies are referred (obvious choices would be field lines
in the noon meridian or in the midnight meridian). Neglecting second order
corrections (as will henceforth always be assumed)
	
plc 2 =	 Ps2 c2 	+	 2 e Ws
 [ ^ ( '0
•
 ^ 
0 ) -
 + s
	(15)
P=	 Ps	 1	 +	 ( e Ws/ ps2 c2 ) C ( 0(00 11 0) -	 s	 (16)L
Let a constant Is be i'.efined, equal to I on the initial field line
Is = J/ p 	 (17)
Substituting (16) in (13) then gives as the shell equation to lowest order
I0 ((-"C 0 v Bm )	 _	 (1- S) Is	 (18)
where
b (Ps. )1, 0 9 J 0 )	 _	 ( e Ws/ P.2 c2 ) C ^ ( °/, 0• p 0)	 &^ s ]	 (19)
As in the transition between equations (7) and (8), this may be inverted
to give the shell equation as
CV1 0
	 GO CI. (l - S) , B 
GO(Is 9 Bm) -	 8(AGO /'10I)	 (20)
7"'he necond Lena on the right is what was defined in reference A as the
"shell splitting function" and it distireuishes the shells in the present
case from those giver. by eq. (8) for the case when the electric field is
absent. To evaluate this functior one notes that, since (8) is the inverse
of (6)
I	 =	 ID 	 x0(11 Em ), Bm ,	 t21)
Differentiation yields
1	 {^^, Id'Do( G )(2GG/-b I)	 (22)
and hence
GQ/ a I	 IG / -'401 01 0 ) -1	 (?'.` )
It mar be shown C Stem, 1967x' that
( IN Io /^ a a ) = — ( a2 g / 2 oc o2 ) K4
	
(24)
where K4 is an integral defined by Pe`aW = L19613  . The expression
given in (24) does depend on d Q , but since	 d0 varies only slirhtly
around a drift shell, we are ;;ustified (at least to lowest order) in
replacing it with its initial value	 aC	 and a similar substitution
may be performed in 	 . This gives the shell equation to lowest order
as
of 0	 GNU Bm) + ( 2 c< s • Ws / a2 g1G K4 c2 P2 ) l T ( a<	 ^ G)
(25)
8The second term in (25) gives ezplicitely the effect of the electric field
on the shape of drift shells. Since it depends on both Ws and G 0 , it
indeed leads to energy-dependent shell splitting.
In slightly asymcaetrical fields the equations of drift shells are further
modified in the manner described in reference k . To the first order the
two modifications may be independently applied, leading to a first-order shell
equation
•-x 0 +	 0^ 1 	 G0( Is , B m )
	 -	 G1( r.4 s , ^ 0 , B m )
♦( 2 #%4.seWs /a2 90 K4 c2p9 )C ( '4 s . :'0) -	 ^si
(26)
where 0( 1 is the first-order correction to the Euler potential
I Stern, 1967bj and where G1 is the shell splitting function for near-
dipole magnetic fields, as given in A and also as implicit in the work
of Pennington 19611 The last two terms both lead to shell splitting,
since both contain 3 0 , but only the latter one includes dependen ,-e on
the initial enerKv Ws .
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